The Eagle Spirit™ TM
Performance In a
Portable Package

Sooner or later, an Eagle has to leave its nest.
The Eagle PC Spirit XL. The easy-to-use professional portable with IBM® PC XT compatibility.

Sooner or later, you have to leave your office. And when you do, you need a computer that can go out the door without sacrificing power or capabilities.

Free and easy, the Eagle Spirit XL is your reliable traveling companion. Whether it’s a short commute home or a flight from coast-to-coast, the Spirit XL is ready.

Take it across town to help you negotiate your next sales deal. Or with you on the plane to make on-the-spot financial projections at a business meeting. The Eagle Spirit XL fits under most airliner seats.

Its unique design makes Spirit a useful addition to any office setting, and its expandability allows you to integrate into an office networking system.

Wherever it rests, the Eagle Spirit XL will perform.

Eagle spirit and power is designed into the Eagle Spirit XL, the portable addition to Eagle’s large family of IBM compatible computers.

Instead of offering just another portable, we incorporated the advanced features and capabilities of our line of professional desktop computers into a powerful, hard disk portable. The power of an IBM PC XT in a portable package. The Eagle Spirit XL.

Naturally, you get a high degree of IBM compatibility.

The convenience of a 10 Megabyte hard disk means you can take your office with you in a tidy bundle. With built-in graphics. Lots of extras. And plenty of power.

Memory to 640K allows you to run large financial planning spreadsheets with memory to spare. Plus two serial and one parallel port providing connections to the essential peripherals, such as printers, without having to purchase expensive option boards for expansion. In fact, add a mouse for ease of use or a modem for communications. The connections are already there.

All of these features and more are hidden away in the sleek, compact design of the Spirit XL. Yet it weighs less than 33 pounds. Even the price is lean. And its price/performance ratio is unbeatable.

Incredible Hard Disk Storage Capacity

Imagine, storage capacity equivalent to 5,000 pages of text at your fingertips, with the convenience of portability. The CP/M-86™. These operating systems ensure a high degree of compatibility with the IBM Personal Computer—opening the door to hundreds of applications software programs which are available on display shelves of computer dealers throughout the world. Your choice. What’s more, GW BASIC® (BASIC A) is included in the Eagle Spirit XL. GW BASIC lets you take advantage of the sophisticated graphics capability offered by the Eagle Spirit XL. It also allows you to run most software written in BASIC for the IBM PC, and you can do your own programming.

That’s compatibility. That’s Eagle.

The Eagle Spirit XL. A Powerful Portable That Grows With You

We’ve made the Eagle Spirit so powerful, it surpasses the performance of many desktop computers. The Eagle Spirit XL offers the power of the Intel 8088® microprocessor—a 16-bit “computer-on-a-chip.” Its standard 128 kilobytes of random access memory handles programs of great complexity. The memory is expandable to 640 kilobytes RAM with a unique design for memory expansion that accommodates either 64K or 256K dynamic RAM memory devices—the first portable that can.

When you’re ready to expand your business or your computing capabilities the Eagle Spirit XL is ready. Ready to keep pace with your needs for growth, versatility, and more. The Spirit XL has four IBM compatible slots for peripherals. Plenty of room to grow. Just choose from dozens of expansion boards designed for the IBM PC XT. Slip them in, and you can take advantage of those optional boards on dealers’ shelves—from modems to special purpose I/O devices.

Two asynchronous RS-232 serial ports and one parallel port are provided on the
main CPU board for printing and communications. Pick the letter-quality and/or draft printer that meets your needs. Your Spirit XL will operate most standard printers which gives you versatility.

Add a modem and the Eagle Spirit XL becomes your window to a world of information. Use it for timesharing on a remote mainframe or for communicating with other computers across town or across the country. With the Eagle Spirit XL you can gain access to commercial data bases for up-to-the-minute information on anything from stock market averages to weather forecasts. Perfect when you're on the road or in the office.

When your business outgrows a single Eagle Spirit, Local Area Network options can connect you with other computers. Turn your Eagle Spirit into an intelligent work station in a powerful shared resource processing system.

**Built-in Color/Graphics Capability**

The built-in IBM compatible graphics capability of the Eagle Spirit XL lets you convert massive amounts of data into meaningful visuals through use of applicable software. Reveal your business trends at a glance. You'll be able to create appealing charts that add impact to your reports and presentations.

Combined with GW BASIC and off-the-shelf software application programs, Eagle's built-in color/graphics board allows you to create complex graphics, line graphs, and pie charts. The graphics board features all-points-addressable graphics capability with eight monochrome scale tones and excellent text capability. With the addition of a color monitor, the Eagle Spirit XL can display up to 16 foreground and 16 background colors. The graphics capability of GW BASIC lets you play many of the recreational games now offered. Even hard-working business people like a little entertainment.

**All These Features in an Attractive Package**

The attractively styled, low-profile processing enclosure features a 9" screen, slimline 5¼" hard disk drive, slimline 5¼" floppy disk drive, and the system's electronics. The non-glare, green phosphor screen has superior readability.

The new, enhanced Slectric* keyboard features 84 keys, including 10 function keys and a 10-key numeric pad. The detached, sculpted keyboard with familiar Selectric-type key placement is attached by a recoiling cord to allow for easy user positioning. LED indicators show you the status of all lock keys. The addition of Eagle FlexKey to your system allows you to tailor the functionality of the keyboard to fit the performance of the software of

---

- Two RS-232 serial ports and one parallel port allow printing and asynchronous communications.
- One slimline 5¼", 10 Megabyte hard disk drive and one double-sided, double-density, 5¼" floppy disk drive conveniently located in the sleek processing enclosure put generous storage capacity at your fingertips.
- Built-in graphics capability lets you convert data into attractive charts and displays.
- Portable, lightweight design transports easily for use wherever you go. A suitcase type handle is at the rear of the computer.
- Enhanced IBM keyboard with recoiling cord can be easily repositioned for maximum comfort. 84 key stations with full numeric "calculator" keypad for rapid entry of numbers. LED indicators show status of all lock keys.

---

- Automatic error detection and correction.
- "Easy-to-read, 9" screen conveniently positioned within main system enclosure for portability. Anti-glare screen for superior readability is 80 characters wide and 25 lines long.
- MS-DOS, CP/M-86 operating systems and GW BASIC open the door to hundreds of applications software programs written for the IBM PC and XT.
- You can add ease of use features uniquely Eagle: like our FlexMenu that calls up a program with just two keystrokes. Or FlexKey, designed to simplify the most popular software packages such as WordStar, VisiCalc, SuperCalc III and Lotus 1-2-3.
- Four IBM PC compatible peripheral board slots for expansion.
your choice, and is designed to simplify the operation of the most popular software packages like Wordstar®, VisiCalc®, SuperCalc III*, and Lotus 1-2-3* to name a few. Eagle Spirit does make it easier.

The deluxe optional Eagle PC keyboard with 105 key stations can be purchased for those wishing greater functionality. This keyboard has 24 function keys—letting you perform many functions with a single keystroke.

To make traveling with your Eagle Spirit XL even easier, a deluxe carrying case with shoulder strap is optional.

**Various Software Bundles**

Various optional applications software bundles including FlexMenu, FlexKey, EagleWriter, EagleCalc, and other programs are available at attractive prices for the Eagle PC Series.

---

Eagle Computer, Inc.

Since the first Eagle computer was delivered, complete with remarkably user friendly software, Eagle Computer, Inc. has prospered by providing the most practical, user-friendly and economical small business systems available.

Eagle Computer has demonstrated rapid growth as a manufacturer of quality products. The benefit of this expertise in producing reliable, highly efficient, economical computers is applied to the needs of businesses worldwide by Eagle Computer in a full line of small business systems.

**Service and Support**

Every Eagle computer is fully inspected and tested for dependable operation before it leaves the factory. Eagle computers are covered by a 90-day limited warranty for labor, and one year for parts.

Should service be required, it is readily available either directly from Eagle Computer, or from a nationwide network of authorized dealers whose technicians are factory trained by Eagle Computer, Inc.

National service is also available from Bell & Howell's network of over 600 field services representatives, from 175 service locations across the country.
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**DB Port**

Identical to IBM

---

**Southern and Southeast**

6315 Barfield Road N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30328
(404) 256-0516

**Midwest**

One Woodfield Lake, #102
Schamburg, IL 60173
(312) 490-1071

---

**Headquarters**

983 University Avenue
Los Gatos, California 95030
(408) 395-5005
TWX: 910-590-8023

**Eagle Computer Advanced Technology Center**

983 University Avenue
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-5005

**Eagle Computer Manufacturing**

Garden Grove, California

**Sales Offices**

Northwest

983 University Avenue
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 395-5005

**Southwest**

895 E. Yorkina Blvd., Ste. H
Placentia, CA 92670
(408) 395-5005

**Mid Atlantic and Southwest**

Chadds Ford West
Route I, General Delivery
Chadds Ford, PA 19317
(215) 388-1515

---
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